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IN ECONOMICTHEORYt
COMPLEXITY

InductiveReasoning and Bounded Rationality
By W. BRIAN
The type of rationalityassumed in economics-perfect, logical, deductive rationality-is extremely useful in generating
solutionsto theoreticalproblems.But it demandsmuchof humanbehavior,muchmore
in fact than it can usually deliver. If one
were to imagine the vast collection of decision problems economic agents might conceivablydeal with as a sea or an ocean, with
the easier problemson top and more complicated ones at increasingdepth, then deductive rationality would describe human
behavioraccuratelyonly within a few feet of
the surface. For example, the game tic-tactoe is simple, and one can readily find a
perfectly rational, minimax solution to it;
but rational "solutions" are not found at
the depth of checkers;and certainlynot at
the still modest depths of chess and go.
There are two reasons for perfect or deductive rationality to break down under
complication.The obvious one is that beyond a certain level of complexity human
logical capacityceases to cope-human rationality is bounded. The other is that in
interactivesituationsof complication,agents
cannot rely upon the other agents they are
dealing with to behave under perfect rationality, and so they are forced to guess their
behavior. This lands them in a world of
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subjective beliefs, and subjective beliefs
about subjectivebeliefs. Objective,well-defined, shared assumptionsthen cease to apply. In turn, rational, deductive reasoning
(deriving a conclusion by perfect logical
processes from well-definedpremises)itself
cannot apply. The problem becomes illdefined.
Economists,of course, are well aware of
this. The question is not whether perfect
rationalityworks, but ratherwhat to put in
its place. How does one model bounded
rationalityin economics? Many ideas have
been suggested in the small but growing
literatureon bounded rationality;but there
is not yet much convergenceamong them.
In the behavioral sciences this is not the
case. Modern psychologistsare in reasonable agreement that in situations that are
complicated or ill-defined, humans use
characteristicand predictable methods of
reasoning. These methods are not deductive, but inductive.
I. ThinkingInductively
How do humans reason in situations that
are complicated or ill-defined? Modern psychology tells us that as humans we are only

moderatelygood at deductivelogic, and we
make only moderate use of it. But we are
superb at seeing or recognizing or matching
that confer obvious
patterns-behaviors
evolutionary benefits. In problems of complication then, we look for patterns; and we
simplify the problem by using these to construct temporary internal models or hypotheses or schemata to work with.' We

tDiscussants: W. Brian Arthur, Stanford University
and Santa Fe Institute; Paul Krugman, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Michael Kremer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*Santa Fe Institute, 1660 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe,
NM 87501, and Stanford University. I thank particularly John Holland, whose work inspired many of the
ideas here. I also thank Kenneth Arrow, David Lane,
David Rumelhart, Roger Shepard, Glen Swindle, Nick
Vriend, and colleagues at Santa Fe and Stanford for
discussions. A lengthier version is given in Arthur
(1992). For parallel work on bounded rationality and
induction, but applied to macroeconomics, see Thomas
J. Sargent (1994).

1For accounts in the psychological literature, see R.
Schank and R. P. Abelson (1977), David Rumelhart
(1980), Gordon H. Bower and Ernest R. Hilgard (1981),
and John H. Holland et al. (1986). Of course, not all
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carryout localized deductionsbased on our
current hypotheses and act on them. As
feedback from the environmentcomes in,
we may strengthenor weaken our beliefs in
our current hypotheses, discarding some
when they cease to perform, and replacing
them as needed with new ones. In other
words,when we cannot fully reason or lack
full definitionof the problem,we use simple
models to fill the gaps in our understanding.
Such behavioris inductive.
One can see inductivebehaviorat workin
chess playing. Players typically study the
current configurationof the board and recall their opponent's play in past games to
discern patterns(AdriannDe Groot, 1965).
They use these to form hypothesesor internal models about each other's intended
strategies, maybe even holding several in
their minds at one time: "He's using a
Caro-Kanndefense." "This looks a bit like
the 1936 Botvinnik-Vidmargame." "He is
tryingto build up his mid-boardpawn formation."They make local deductionsbased
on these, analyzingthe possible implications
of moves several moves deep. And as play
unfolds they hold onto hypothesesor mental models that prove plausibleor toss them
aside if not, generatingnew ones to put in
their place. In other words, they use a sequence of pattern recognition, hypotheses
formation, deduction using currently held
hypotheses,and replacementof hypotheses
as needed.
This type of behaviormay not be familiar
in economics;but one can recognize its advantages.It enables us to deal with complication:we constructplausible,simplermodels that we can cope with. It enables us to
deal with ill-definedness:where we have
insufficientdefinition, our working models
fill the gap. It is not antitheticalto "reason,"
or to science for that matter. In fact, it is
the way science itself operates and progresses.

decision problems work this way. Most mundane actions like walking or driving are subconsciously directed, and for these pattern-cognition maps directly in
action. In this case, connectionist models work better.

Modeling Induction.-If
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humans indeed

reason in this way, how can one model this?
In a typical problem that plays out over
time, one mightset up a collectionof agents,
probably heterogeneous, and assume they
can form mental models, or hypotheses,or
subjectivebeliefs. These beliefs might come
in the form of simple mathematicalexpressions that can be used to describeor predict
some variable or action; or of complicated
expectationalmodels of the type commonin
economics;or of statisticalhypotheses;or of
condition/prediction rules ("If situation Q
is observed,predict outcome or action D").
These will normallybe subjective,that is,
they will differ among the agents. An agent
may hold one in mind at a time, or several
simultaneously.
Each agent will normally keep track of
the performanceof a private collection of
such belief-models.When it comes time to
make choices, he acts upon his currently
most credible (or possibly most profitable)
one. The others he keeps at the back of his
mind, so to speak. Alternatively,he may act
upon a combinationof several. (However,
humans tend to hold in mind many hypotheses and act on the most plausibleone
[Julian Feldman, 1962].) Once actions are
taken, the aggregativepicture is updated,
and agents update the track record of all
their hypotheses.
This is a system in which learning takes
place. Agents "learn" which of their hypotheses work, and from time to time they
may discard poorly performinghypotheses
and generate new "ideas" to put in their
place. Agents linger with their currently
most believable hypothesisor belief model
but drop it when it no longerfunctionswell,
in favor of a better one. This causes a
built-in hysteresis.A belief model is clung
to not because it is "correct"-there is no
way to know this-but ratherbecause it has
worked in the past and must cumulate a
record of failure before it is worth discarding. In general, there may be a constant
slow turnover of hypotheses acted upon.
One could speak of this as a system of
temporarilyfulfilled expectations-beliefs

or

models or hypotheses that are temporarily
fulfilled (though not perfectly), which give
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way to differentbeliefs or hypotheseswhen
they cease to be fulfilled.
If the readerfinds this system unfamiliar,
he or she might think of it as generalizing
the standardeconomic learning framework
which typically has agents sharing one expectational model with unknown parameters, acting upon the parameters'currently
most plausible values. Here, by contrast,
agents differ, and each uses several subjective models instead of a continuumof one
commonlyheld model.This is a richerworld,
and one might ask whether, in a particular
context,it convergesto some standardequilibrium of beliefs; or whether it remains
open-ended,alwaysleadingto new hypotheses, new ideas.
It is also a world that is evolutionary,or
more accurately, coevolutionary. Just as
species, to survive and reproduce, must
prove themselves by competing and being
adapted within an environmentcreated by
other species, in this world hypotheses, to
be accurateand therefore acted upon, must
prove themselves by competing and being
adapted within an environmentcreated by
other agent's hypotheses. The set of ideas
or hypotheses that are acted upon at any
stage therefore coevolves.2
A key question remains. Where do the
hypotheses or mental models come from?
How are they generated?Behaviorally,this
is a deep question in psychology,havingto
do with cognition,objectrepresentation,and
pattern recognition. I will not go into it
here. However, there are some simple and
practical options for modeling. Sometimes
one might endow agentswith focal models:
patterns or hypotheses that are obvious,
simple, and easily dealt with mentally.One
might generate a "bank"of these and distributethem amongthe agents. Other times,
given a suitable model-spaceone might allow the genetic algorithmor some similar
intelligent search device to generate ever
"smarter" models. One might also allow
agents the possibilityof "pickingup" men2A similar statement holds for strategiesin evolutionary game theory; but there, instead of a large
numberof private,subjectiveexpectationalmodels, a
small numberof strategiescompete.

tal models from one another(in the process
psychologists call transfer). Whatever option is taken, it is importantto be clear that
the frameworkdescribed above is independent of the specific hypotheses or beliefs
used, just as the consumer-theoryframework is independentof the particularproducts chosen among. Of course, to use the
frameworkin a particularproblem, some
system of generating beliefs must be
adopted.
II. The Bar Problem
Consider now a problem I will construct

to illustrateinductivereasoningand how it
might be modeled. N people decide independentlyeach week whetherto go to a bar
that offers entertainmenton a certainnight.
For concreteness,let us set N at 100. Space
is limited, and the evening is enjoyable if
things are not too crowded-specifically, if
fewer than 60 percent of the possible 100
are present. There is no sure way to tell the
numbers coming in advance; therefore a
person or agent goes (deems it worth going)
if he expects fewer than 60 to show up or
stayshome if he expectsmore than 60 to go.
Choices are unaffected by previous visits;
there is no collusion or prior communication among the agents; and the only information availableis the numberswho came
in past weeks. (The problemwas inspiredby
the bar El Farol in Santa Fe which offers
Irish music on Thursday nights; but the
reader may recognize it as applying to
noontime lunch-room crowding, and to
other commons or coordination problems
with limits to desired coordination.)Of interest is the dynamicsof the numbers attending from week to week.
Notice two interesting features of this
problem. First, if there were an obvious
model that all agents could use to forecast
attendanceand base their decisionson, then
a deductivesolution would be possible. But
this is not the case here. Given the numbers
attendingin the recent past, a large number
of expectational models might be reasonable and defensible. Thus, not knowing
which model other agents might choose, a
reference agent cannot choose his in a
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well-defined way. There is no deductively
rational solution-no "correct" expectational model. From the agents' viewpoint,
the problemis ill-defined,and they are propelled into a world of induction. Second,
and diabolically,any commonaltyof expectations gets broken up: if all believe few
will go, all will go. But this would invalidate
that belief. Similarly,if all believe most will
go, nobodywill go, invalidatingthat belief.3
Expectationswill be forced to differ.
At this stage, I invite the reader to pause
and ponder how attendance might behave
dynamicallyover time. Will it converge,and
if so to what? Will it become chaotic? How
mightpredictionsbe arrivedat?
A. A Dynamic Model

To answer the above questions, I shall
construct a model along the lines of the
frameworksketched above. Assume the 100
agents can individuallyform several predictors or hypotheses,in the form of functions
that map the past d weeks' attendancefigures into next week's. For example, recent
attendancemightbe:
.. .44,78,56,15,23,67,84,
34,45,76,40,56,22,35.

Particular hypotheses or predictors might
be: predict next week's number to be

. the same as last week's [35]
. a mirrorimage around 50 of last week's
[65]

. a (rounded)averageof the last four weeks
[49]
. the trend in last 8 weeks, bounded by
0,100 [29]
. the same as 2 weeks ago (2-period cycle
detector) [22]
. the same as 5 weeks ago (5-period cycle
detector) [76]
. etc.

3This is reminiscent of Yogi Berra's famous comment, "Oh, that place. It's so crowded nobody goes
there anymore."
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Assume that each agent possesses and
keeps trackof a individualizedset of k such
focal predictors. He decides to go or stay
according to the currently most accurate
predictorin his set. (I will call this his active
predictor.) Once decisions are made, each
agent learns the new attendancefigure and
updates the accuracies of his monitored
predictors.
Notice that in this bar problem,the set of
hypotheses currently most credible and
acted upon by the agents (the set of active
hypotheses)determinesthe attendance.But
the attendance history determines the set
of active hypotheses.To use John Holland's
term, one can thinkof these active hypotheses as formingan ecology.Of interestis how
this ecology evolves over time.
B. ComputerExperiments

For most sets of hypotheses, analytically
this appearsto be a difficultquestion.So in
what follows I will proceed by computer
experiments.In the experiments,to generate hypotheses, I first create an "alphabet
soup" of predictors,in the form of several
dozen focal predictors replicated many
times. I then randomlyladle out k (6 or 12
or 23, say) of these to each of 100 agents.
Each agent then possesses k predictorsor
hypotheses or "ideas" he can draw upon.
We need not worry that useless predictors
will muddy behavior. If predictors do not
"work" they will not be used; if they do
work they will come to the fore. Given
startingconditionsand the fixed set of predictorsavailableto each agent, in this problem the future accuraciesof all predictors
are predetermined.The dynamicshere are
deterministic.
The results of the experimentsare interesting (Fig. 1). Where cycle-detectorpredictors are present, cycles are quickly "arbitraged" away so there are no persistent
cycles. (If several people expect manyto go
because many went three weeks ago, they
will stay home.) More interestingly,mean
attendance converges always to 60. In fact
the predictorsself-organizeinto an equilibrium pattern or "ecology"in which, of the
active predictors(those most accurate and
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to predict high, but aggregate behavior calls
the equilibrium predicting ratio to the fore.
Of course, the result would fail if all predictors could only predict below 60; then all
100 agents would always show up. Predictors need to "cover" the available prediction space to some modest degree. The
reader might ponder what would happen if
all agents shared the same set of predictors.
It might be objected that I lumbered the
agents in these experiments with fixed sets
of clunky predictive models. If they could
form more open-ended, intelligent predictions, different behavior might emerge. One
could certainly test this using a more sophisticated procedure, say, genetic programming (John Koza, 1992). This continually
generates new hypotheses, new predictive
expressions, that adapt "intelligently" and
often become more complicated as time
progresses. However, I would be surprised
if this changes the above results in any
qualitative way.
The bar problem introduced here can be
generalized in a number of ways (see E. R.
Grannan and G. H. Swindle, 1994). I encourage the reader to experiment.

therefore acted upon), on average 40 percent are forecasting above 60, 60 percent
below 60. This emergent ecology is almost
organicin nature. For, while the population
of active predictors splits into this 60/40
averageratio, it keeps changingin membership forever. This is somethinglike a forest
whose contours do not change, but whose
individual trees do. These results appear
throughoutthe experimentsand are robust
to changes in types of predictors created
and in numbersassigned.
How do the predictors self-organize so
that 60 emerges as average attendance and
III. Conclusion
forecasts split into a 60/40 ratio? One explanationmight be that 60 is a natural "atThe inductive-reasoning system I have
tractor"in this bar problem;in fact, if one
described above consists of a multitude of
views it as a pure game of predicting, a
"elements" in the form of belief-models or
mixed strategyof forecastingabove 60 with
probability0.4 and below it with probability hypotheses that adapt to the aggregate environment they jointly create. Thus it qualifies
0.6 is a Nash equilibrium.Still, this does not
explain how the agents approximate any as an adaptive complex system. After some
such outcome, given their realistic, subjec- initial learning time, the hypotheses or mentive reasoning. To get some understanding tal models in use are mutually coadapted.
of how this happens, suppose that 70 per- Thus one can think of a consistent set of
mental models as a set of hypotheses that
cent of their predictorsforecasted above 60
work well with each other under some critefor a longish time. Then on averageonly 30
people would show up; but this would vali- rion-that have a high degree of mutual
date predictors that forecasted close to 30
adaptedness. Sometimes there is a unique
and invalidate the above-60 predictors, such set, it corresponds to a standard ratiorestoring the "ecological" balance among nal expectations equilibrium, and beliefs
gravitate into it. More often there is a high,
predictions, so to speak. Eventually the
possibly very high, multiplicity of such sets.
40-60-percent combinationwould assert itself. (Makingthis argumentmathematically In this case one might expect inductive-reaexact appears to be nontrivial.)It is impor- soning systems in the economy-whether in
tant to be clear that one does not need any stock-market speculating, in negotiating, in
40-60 forecastingbalance in the predictors poker games, in oligopoly pricing, or in pothat are set up. Manycould have a tendency sitioning products in the market-to cycle
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throughor temporarilylock into psychological patterns that may be nonrecurrent,
path-dependent, and increasingly complicated. The possibilitiesare rich.
Economists have long been uneasy with
the assumptionof perfect, deductive rationality in decision contexts that are complicated and potentially ill-defined. The level
at which humanscan applyperfect rationality is surprisinglymodest. Yet it has not
been clear how to deal with imperfect or
bounded rationality. From the reasoning
given above, I believe that as humans in
these contexts we use inductivereasoning:
we induce a variety of workinghypotheses,
act upon the most credible, and replace
hypotheseswith new ones if they cease to
work. Such reasoningcan be modeled in a
varietyof ways. Usually this leads to a rich
psychologicalworld in which agents' ideas
or mental models compete for survival
against other agents' ideas or mental models-a world that is both evolutionaryand
complex.
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